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Bookstore Responds to High Book Prices Predicting the Polls
August Steigmeyer
News Editor
Student complaints about
high textbook prices on a recent
survey conducted by the Kenyon College Bookstore have
Manager Jim Huang working to
reduce prices. However, Huang
also wants students to understand
that the Bookstore is not making
much, if any, profit on textbook
sales.
In an online survey designed
by Bookstore employees, one student wrote that the textbooks at
the bookstore are “INCREDIBLY expensive” and another
wrote that he or she “[doesn’t]
even bother buying books at the
Bookstore because of the prices.”
“Obviously there’s a lot of
cause for concern here and we’re
going to look at whatever we can
possibly do to bring down those
costs,” Huang said. “But we can’t
bring them down a lot; we don’t
have a lot of room to maneuver.”
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Forty percent of Kenyon sive option) at number two.
because of the low-profit margin.
students buy most of their books
Huang said he was a little Between fall 2009 and fall 2010,
from Amazon.com, 75 percent are surprised at the willingness of so new textbook sales in the Bookshopping at the bookstore and many students to shop around store have dropped by $91,000.
an additional 3.6 percent at the when most students buy their Overall, there is around $184,000
store’s website, according to the books at the Bookstore for con- in gross profit from texts. $6,500
survey responses. Students also venience. According to Huang, of that is lost in inbound shiplisted “price” as the number one competing with online distribu- ping, with another $1,000 in outconcern when deciding where to tors like Amazon is difficult. “We
see Bookstore, page 2
First-Quarter Profits from Textbook Sales (Before Expenses)

College Decreases Its Coal Dependency
Zoey Erdenebileg
Staff Writer
According to a report by
Kenyon’s energy supplier, Alternative Electricity Supplier (AEP)
Ohio, coal dependency at Kenyon
has decreased to 70 percent from
last year’s 90 percent. The change
is surprising news on campus, especially to the Environmental Campus Organization (ECO), whose
members have been attempting to
reduce Kenyon’s coal dependency
for years.
Last year, according to a survey completed by Sustainability
Director Ed Neal for Sierra Magazine, Kenyon was 90 percent dependent on coal, with one percent
solar energy usage. The swift and
unnoticed decline in this percentage within a year has caused some
students to be skeptical. “We’re
not sure how [AEP Ohio] accomplished that that fast and what
that means exactly,” Pam Moriarty
’11, co-president of ECO, said.
“We couldn’t find information
on the website about it. They’re
70 percent coal
[dependent]
now; you’d
think
they

would be publishing that on the
website.”
In response to the change,
Neal wrote: “The 70 percent [figure] came from AEP. Some of the
power AEP delivers to the College
is not produced by AEP. They buy
it from wind or solar farms and
deliver it across the grid. AEP also
uses natural gas turbines to produce electricity.”
In addition to weaning Kenyon off of coal, ECO has tried to
convince the Kenyon administration to sign the Campus Climate
Challenge, a national project that
urges every U.S. high school and
college to have 100 percent cleanenergy policies. ECO has faced
significant resistance to this, and
President S. Georgia Nugent has
refused to sign it.
Nugent did not join the
Campus Climate Challenge because, “given our location and central Ohio’s current dependence on
coal-produced energy — I did not
feel that the goal of carbon-neutrality was realistic in the near term,”
she said. “I have spoken with many other
presidents about this.
Some admit that
they realize they
will not reach the

goal, but they saw signing on as an
aspirational symbol. I can understand that, but I don’t agree with it.
Frankly, when I make a ‘commitment,’ I intend to honor it. I really
can’t imagine saying, ‘I’m committed to achieving this’ ... if I know
I’m not going to achieve it.”
One of the issues in committing to a cleaner energy approach
is Kenyon’s location, according to
Nugent. “The wealth of natural
resources in Ohio means that coal
is cheaper than in other areas, making the use of it more practical and
appealing,” she said. Furthermore,
she pointed to the massive amount
of resources and paperwork that
the Challenge would require, preferring to commit that labor to
Kenyon sustainability. “My belief
is that we can make faster progress
toward the goal by moving ahead
substantively on our own efforts,
[through] the sustainability coordinator, the Sustainability Council, etc., than by signing on to the
commitment,” she said.
One of the main concerns
with coal energy is its effect on the
environment. “The methods used
to gain coal also have a huge environmental impact, such as mountaintop removal, where mountains
see Coal, page 2

Sarah Queller
Editor-in-Chief
The Center for the Study
of American Democracy and
the political science department
are co-sponsoring the Election
Prediction Contest, which is an
“opportunity for people to follow
and get into [midterm elections]
in a competitive and fun way,” according to Visiting Assistant Professor of Political Science Thomas
Karako, who added that it might
also “help drive [voter] turnout.”
The Contest consists of an
online ballot that allows students
to predict the outcomes of key
elections. Prizes, “probably Kenyon paraphernalia,” according to
Karako, will be awarded to those
who most accurately predict the
poll results. The Contest consists
of ten races and two tie-breakers.
The Contest focuses on “some
high-profile national elections”
because there is a “handful of
fairly prominent elections and
we want to use those as a kind of

hook to draw people in,” Karako
said. The ballot also includes
links to resources chosen to aid
participants in making informed
predictions.
“This is going to be an interesting election, and Kenyon students are … famously interested
in contemporary affairs and contemporary politics,” Karako said.
The contest is a way to “keep up
the sustained political consciousness that Kenyon is known for.”
The Contest is not aimed
solely at Kenyon students, however. Karako said he hopes to
reach the “campus community
broadly,” including professors
and staff members. “We’re trying to make it fun, even for [those
who are not] political junkies,” he
said. The Center is “always trying
to facilitate interest in conversation about contemporary events,
contemporary policy,” according
to Karako. “What I’d like to see
is a breadth of participation and a
see Polls, page 2

Kenyon Students Attend Obama Rally

Dulce Montoya

This weekend, on Sunday, Oct. 17, several students attended President Obama’s rally at Ohio State
University. Darci Marcum ’14, member of the Kenyon Democrats, said the best part about the rally was
Obama’s speech. “He mostly focused on the midterm elections. He really pushed the accomplishments
of the Democratic party and Ohio governor Ted Strickland,” she said.
This was the largest crowd Obama has spoken to since his presidency began, with more than 35,000
people in attendance. “The crowd was amazing,” said Marcum, who was also struck by the unity she saw
at the rally “It was so great to see people of all ages and races together to support the president. It really
made me appreciate the importance of solidarity and helped me realize the importance of voting.”
Though local politicians were present, as was First Lady Michelle Obama, the draw for many was
to see the President speak. “Obama’s speech was great,” Marcum said. “He was surprisingly funny and
very charismatic. He mad terrific analogies comparing the Democrats and Republicans. “He did not do
any campaigning for himself, but he stressed the importance of voting in the midterm elections.”
This strategy is doubtless a result of the urgency many Democrats are feeling as midterms draw near
with Republicans ahead in some polls. President Obama, however, illustrated this election compared to
the last using the analogy of a car in a ditch. Republicans drove the “car” in, sat by while Democrats
hauled it out, and now (in the midterm elections) are asking for the keys back. The President stressed
that it would be foolish to allow the republicans to have control again, as doing so would risk another
“crash.”								
—Grant Jossi
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Bookstore: Old Policy Costs Students Money
From page 1

bound shipping for returns.
Remaining funds are used
to pay the personnel who organize and stock the text area, the
cashiers who ring up the books
and the managers who oversee the
process. Finally, after several thousand dollars in credit card transaction fees, some money goes to pay
store upkeep costs. The remaining
money, if any, goes into the Kenyon general scholarship fund. In
the past few years there has been
no money left over for this fund,
according to Huang.
Lowering Prices
“The Bookstore [equals]
highway robbery,” according to
one student’s comment on the
survey. “Buyback is basically another way to rip off students.”
Huang said that this is not
true, but agreed that the Buyback
system is faulty and is costing students money. A system that has
been in place for years has driven
up the prices of used books.
Buyback is dependent on
knowing that the book is going
to be used again on campus. “If
we know that a book is going to
be used again on campus, we will
pay, generally, 50 percent of the
original new price of the book,”
Huang said. The book is then sold

•
•

•

•

•
•

at 75 percent of the original price.
However, if the book is not
going to be used for a course in
the next semester, the Follett Corporation, which runs Buyback,
will buy it to be sold on another
campus. In this situation, a student will get around 10 percent of
the original price.
In the past, the policy has
been to buy in the fall for the
spring semester and in the spring
for the fall. The Bookstore, thus
does not buy back texts for fallonly courses, because they are not
offered in the spring and, therefore, are “not being used again.”
This policy of only looking ahead
to the next semester has cost students money during Buyback and
cost the Bookstore money in purchases during the next semester.
“We are working with faculty right now to extend that so
during this fall’s Buyback we’re
not just buying for the spring,
we’re also going to be buying for
next fall,” Huang said. “When we
get to the spring we end up buying the book again from Follett,
so students lose out and we end
up paying also — it’s not good for
anybody.”
Huang sent an email to the
faculty expressing the need to
know class text listings far in advance so that the Bookstore can
pay students more for the used

copies.
Continuing to sell used copies of texts instead of only offering
the newest editions is another
way Huang said he hopes to save
students money. “The biology department has been great,” he said.
“They allow students to use either
the third edition or the fourth
edition. That’s not always true,
but that’s something we’re talking
to the faculty about.” If faculty is
willing to allow students to use
the older edition of a text, then a
used option will be available at a
much lower price.
Giving students more
money at Buyback drives up the
prices of used books, however. If
the store uses the Buyback formula, mentioned above, on outof-print texts, then it is giving
students much more money than
they would receive on Amazon.
Prices on used copies fall “pretty
dramatically” because everyone
is using the new edition, Huang
said. “If we use [that formula]
then our used prices are suddenly
going to be way out of line.” Used
books are less expensive on Amazon than in the Bookstore because the Bookstore has to recoup
the funds from Buyback.
“We can’t control the price
of new books but we can control
the price of used books by controlling how much we give you at

STUDENT COUNCIL

Laura Snoddy ’11, vice president for student life, announced the new groups that were approved.
They include club ice hockey, Quidditch, Quiz Bowl and Student Council for Japanese Studies.
Student Treasurers Baljit Singh ’11 and Phan Truong ’11 from the Budget and Finance Committee brought up the issue of class allocations. Senate discussed how much money each class should
receive and whether this money, if not spent by the end of the year, should transfer over to the
following year. The consensus was that the first-year and sophomore classes should receive $2,000,
the junior and senior classes $2,500 and that the money should transfer.
Singh and Truong listed the groups that had requested funding, how much had been requested
and how much was allocated. The only change Senate made was to the funding for Environmental Campus Organization and People Addressing Agrarian Sustainability festival this weekend.
Originally, the committee had granted $311 for ingredients but not $200 for biodegradable
utensils. Senate voted to add $200 to the allocation.
Charlie Fine ’12 from the Building and Grounds Committee said the committee is discussing
whether to keep the lots by Watson, Lewis and Norton available for visitor parking. Administrators say they get a lot of day use; Senate talked about getting statistics to see how much use the lots
actually get. Fine said the committee is also talking about giving first years separate parking stickers
that would permit first years to park only in the McBride Field lot.
Snoddy asked for topics for the upcoming trustee meeting.
Laura Kirschenbaum ’11, chair of housing and dining, said that the AVI contract is up for
renewal, and Senate discussed whether to interview other companies.

— Winnie Andersen

VILLAGE RECORD
Oct. 12 —Oct. 18

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oct. 15, 6:19 p.m. — Theft of motor vehicle: golf cart stolen.
Oct. 16, 1:10 a.m. — Underage drinking on Acland Street. Students issued citations by Knox
County Sheriff ’s Office.
Oct. 16, 1:25 a.m. — Underage drinking on Acland Street. Student issued citation by Knox
County Sheriff ’s Office.
Oct. 16, 1:54 a.m. — Medical: intoxicated student at Unity House. No transport.
Oct. 16, 2:50 a.m. — Medical: intoxicated student at Caples Residence Hall. No transport.
Oct. 16, 12:24 p.m. — Medical: injured non-student on rugby field. Squad contacted and student transported to Knox Community Hospital.
Oct. 16, 5:46 p.m. — Medical: injured student on soccer field. Injuries assessed and treated by
Safety officers.
Oct. 17, 12:40 a.m. — Medical: intoxicated student at Old Kenyon Residence Hall. Student
escorted back to dorm.
Oct. 17, 2:30 a.m. — Underage drinking off-campus. Student issued citation by Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office.
Oct. 17, 7:03 a.m. — Medical: injured student on campus. Student transported to Knox Community Hospital by director on duty.
Oct. 18, 11:44 p.m. — Medical: intoxicated student at McBride Residence Hall. No transport.

Buyback,” Huang said. “We don’t
want to undercut you but we
also don’t want to overpay you.”
Huang spoke with a software
company that is currently working on a pricing tool to help solve
this problem.
Keeping Money in
the Community
“Don’t take it for granted
that the Bookstore will always be
here in the form that it is,” Huang
said. “It’s up to you guys whether
you want that choice and the
way you express that is by actually shopping here.” Huang said
the store and the community
rely on local business. “When the
money stays in the community it
supports this community. If you
want your community to stay
strong you have to keep in mind
where those dollars are. Students
are our customers so we need to
ask you your perception of what’s
going on: what you think we’re
doing, what you think we could
do differently. We welcome all
your input.”
A town hall-style forum will
take place in the bookstore on Monday, Oct. 25 at 7 p.m. to discuss
the results of the survey and will be
open for community input.
The full survey can be found
at http://tiny.cc/textsurvey.

Polls: Election Contest Debuts
From page 1

diversity.”
The Center for American
Democracy is also planning an
election-watch party in Peirce
Pub, where, last year, more than
100 students gathered to watch
President Barack Obama’s State
of the Union address. “We’ve had
very good turnout in the past,”
Karako said. “We’re hoping to
keep that up, to build on that political consciousness.”
“I really like the idea of the
Kenyon body watching [the elec-

tion results] together,” said Hannah Kramer ’11, president of the
Kenyon Democrats. “I remember in ’08 in particular it was really great to have everyone down
in the Pub.”
This year, Karako said the
Center plans to show the top 15
funniest political ads from the
2010 political season as a “mechanism to get you interested in the
election.”
Students interested in participating in the contest can find
the poll at http://www.kenyon.
edu/americandemocracy.

Coal: College Reduces Energy Use
From page 1

are literally leveled to gain access
to the coal inside them, and water
pollution, to the point where some
communities around these areas
no longer have access to safe water,”
Moriarty said.
In 2009, Kenyon received a
‘C’ from the College Sustainability
Report Card, a report published
by GreenReportCard.org. Additionally, Moriarty said, “Nationwide, [Kenyon] is on the higher
end of coal usage. Statewide, I’m
not sure, but many other colleges
also rely on natural gas.” Despite
this, Kenyon’s partnership with the
U.S. Energy Star program, which
promotes energy efficiency, has

resulted in a 13-percent decrease of
energy usage — exceeding the goal
of 10 percent.
If AEP Ohio has indeed
decreased coal dependency to 70
percent, it is an encouraging sign
to ECO and for Kenyon’s energy
future. However, the facts remain
unclear. Exactly how AEP lowered
its coal usage by almost 30 percent
is hazy. “That’s the question,” Moriarty said. “We don’t know; that’s
what we’re trying to look into.” But
Neal remains encouraging: “We
[are] focused on reducing energy
consumption and projects that
reduce our impact on the environment. We are looking at all energy
use, including steam, water, electricity and natural gas.”

Paid Advertisement
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Students Enjoy Local Foods Through Zion Gate Farm
Benjamin Ros
Staff Writer
Ohio knows farming,
and as temporary residents
of the Buckeye State, Kenyon
students from out of town notice upon their first tour that
Kenyon does, too. Surrounded
by endless swells of corn, great
tracts of pasture and rolling
rows of greens, Gambier is an
island in the sea of farmland
called Knox County. Therefore, it is perhaps inevitable
that somewhere in the midst
of all this highbrow learning,
some of the farming culture
of the Midwest will make an
impression.
Kenyon’s foremost association to its local roots is
through Peirce Dining Hall.
Two of the faces that make this
connection a reality are Professor of Sociology Howard
Sacks, who is the head of the
Rural Life Center and Food
for Thought Program, and
owner of the local Zion Gate
Farm John Marsh, who is the
director of sustainability with
AVI and is in charge of buying the local produce offered
at Peirce. The Zion Gate Farm
is located just off East Wiggin
Street at 20245 Zion Road in
Gambier and is within walking
distance of campus.
Kenyon students may
know Sacks through the classes he offers or through chance
encounters across campus,
but his work in the Rural Life
Center reaches farther than
Middle Path in fostering a
suitable atmosphere for a local market to prosper. Efforts

Students

Benjamin Ros

include education through
the publication of a pamphlet,
“Homegrown,” that details
local foods in Knox County
and the direct support of local
growers through the Village
Market, MiddleGround and
other establishments.
Likewise, Marsh makes
it his personal goal to provide a place for a local market
through his position with
AVI. Due in large part to his
efforts, Kenyon has managed
to purchase 35 percent of its
foodstuffs from local farms in
Knox County and surrounding areas. Marsh is careful to
note that “locally grown” does
not only refer to the proximity
between grower and buyer, but
also to the type of operation
that produces it. One might

say that buying from a firmly
entrenched
multinational
corporation that happens to
be run out of Ohio, such as
Smuckers or Campbell’s, is
“buying local.” Marsh maintained that it is not and that
doing so will not bring about
any substantive change toward
a local food system. In buying
locally, he stays true to this
philosophy.
What Sacks and Marsh
share in their work with Kenyon and Knox County is a vision of a sustainable local food
market. Buying locally not
only eliminates the excessive
use of fossil fuels, reduces the
contribution to global warming and boosts the local economy, but it also allows food
to be grown more organically

and naturally, making it fresher and less chemically treated
with pesticides and preservatives. The more unsanitary,
cruel practices of industrial agriculture may also be avoided
in this way; the concentrated
animal-feeding operations of
larger conglomerates and their
tendency towards disease outbreak and poor livestock living
conditions can be circumvented. In short, both Sacks and
Marsh stand by the contention
that local food is a healthier alternative to industrial agriculture both for the human body
and for the economy, notwithstanding the acknowledgment
that industrial agriculture is
in some ways necessary for
a modern nation as large as
ours.

Allie Lembo ’14

Erin Ford ’11

Benjamin Locke
Professor of Music

For Jamie Katz ’10, who
works on Marsh’s Zion Gate
Farm, the political and economic motivations behind
sustainable agriculture play
only a peripheral role in his
personal attraction to farming,
for which the driving force is
community. “[Working on the
farm] gave me a whole new
perspective on Gambier and
Knox County,” he said. “[I have
begun] seeing it not as a place
where I went to school, but a
place where people live.” After
graduating this past May, Katz
and a few other likeminded
Kenyon alumni decided to stay
in Mount Vernon for the time
being to work on Marsh’s farm
in a pilot study to learn what
the reality of sustainable agriculture is for recent graduates.

William Melick
Professor of Economics

This initial groundwork will
also apply to current students,
namely those who live in the
Forman House Food Co-op.
The Zion Gate Farm will provide a viable outlet for students
to learn and work in a demanding, hands-on environment
while still in school. Zion Gate
Farm is also the home to many
experimental, Kenyon-connected programs. The Ohio
Ecological Food and Farm Association (OEFFA) Internship,
a summer study that allows
students to work the farm, is
one of these. Recent recipients
of the internship include Katz
and Dan Tebes ’12, who now
lives in the Co-op House. The
environmental studies department’s sustainable agriculture
class also spends time on the
farm every Tuesday and Thursday, providing Marsh with free
labor, while he, in turn, gives
them hands-on experience
with the land. Marsh said he
is happy to open his land up
to these opportunities, which
are just as beneficial for him as
they are for Kenyon students’
minds and stomachs.
The attraction to local
agriculture and good food
does not stop at Zion Gate.
Regular patrons of Friday Café
at Harcourt Parish House will
laud the weekly home-cooked
meal, and if you still crave a
hearty, local meal that makes
your conscience feel as good
as your taste buds, People Endorsing Agrarian Sustainability (PEAS) is hosting a brunch
this Sunday, Oct. 24 for your
culinary pleasure.

Fac/Staff
Totals so far:
Students: 26
Faculty: 25

Gambier
Grillin’

Vs

Who is the recently
retired manager of the
Atlanta Braves?

I don’t know.

Mickey Mouse

No clue.

Bobby Cox

Bobby Cox

Who wrote the novel A
Passage to India?

I don’t know.

Rudyard Kipling

I can’t remember.

Forster

E. M. Forster

What is China’s currency
called?
What TV show won
Best Drama Series at the
2010 Emmys?

I don’t know.

Yen

Yuan

Renminbi

The Renminbi, a.k.a. the
Yuan

Mad Men

Lost

Mad Men

Mad Men

Mad Men

Which campus building
burned down in 1949,
claiming nine lives?

Old Kenyon

Old Kenyon

Old Kenyon

Old Kenyon

Old Kenyon

Total Correct

Two

One

Three

Five

By David Hoyt
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Kenyon’s International Students: From Japan to Macedonia

Winnie Andersen
Staff Writer

would you choose to describe
your country? Kenyon?
DG: Crazy. Awesome.
TKC: What kind of music
do you listen to?
DG: I like listening to gothic metal. My favorite bands are
Nightwish, Epica and Xandria.
I also like Basshunter, Morandi,
Skillet and more.

Yukiha Maruyama ’12
The Kenyon Collegian:
Where are you from?
Yukiha Maruyama: I was
born in Tokyo, Japan and spent
13 years of my life in Singapore, as
my father’s company sent him to
work there. However, I identify as
coming from Japan.
TKC: What’s your favorite
food from home?
YM: My favorite food is
called anko (red bean). It’s a sweet
red bean paste. I love Japanese
curry as well.
Courtesy oF Yukiha Maruyama

TKC: Favorite food at
Peirce?
YM: My favorite food
here is probably spinach and feta
cheese quesadillas.
TKC: What do teens do
for fun where you’re from?
YM: Most teenagers like
to go out into town to go shopping. People are pretty into video
games, too, and going to amusement parks. Going to the beach is
also a big deal.
TKC: What one word
would you choose to describe
your country? Kenyon?
YM: Quaint. Rainy.
TKC: What kind of music
do you listen to at home?
YM: I listen to mainstream
Japanese artists, but I am also a big

Courtesy of darko gligorovski

From left: Yukiha Maruyama ’12 in Japan; Darko Gligorovski ’14.

fan of Studio Ghibli soundtracks.
Studio Ghibli is a famous Japanese animation studio. They produce fantastic movies.
TKC: What do you listen
to here?
YM: I listen to a lot of country and acoustic/folk music here.
I’m a huge fan of Brad Paisley,
Carrie Underwood, Bon Iver and
Ingrid Michaelson.
TKC: What have been
some of the challenges of adjusting to life here?
YM: One of the hardest
things has definitely been the
food differences. Japanese cuisine
is extremely different from what’s
offered here. For example, a lot
of our dishes are fish-based and

being in the middle of Ohio really limits access to fresh, delicious
fish. Food has a lot of sentimental
value too, and there have been
many times where I’ve felt pretty
homesick and all I’ve wanted was
a solid bowl of sanshoku-gohan
— basically a bed of rice covered
with some sliced green beans,
sweet scambled eggs and seasoned minced chicken. Another
thing that’s been difficult is being
one of two Japanese students at
Kenyon. I went to an international high school in Singapore,
so all my friends and I shared the
experience of coming from different cultures, and we reveled
in it. Here, as most students are
Americans, it can sometimes be
difficult to openly admit that I
don’t understand certain cultural

Paid Advertisement

references or experiences. However, the international students at
Kenyon have been a great friendship group and source of support
too.
TKC: What has helped
ease the transition?
YM: The transition has gotten easier over the years. Honestly,
with regards to cultural differences, you’ve just got to live out
the experiences and navigate the
differences. As you adapt to life
here, you learn to make it your
home-away-from-home.
TKC: What do you wish
people knew about your home
country? Have you met people
here with any stereotypes about
your country?
YM: Well, a lot of people
know about Japan, but I have met
a few people who are not quite
sure where Singapore is. I’ve had
several people ask me if it was its
own country, or if it was in China,
which it’s not. The most common stereotype that people have
of Singapore is that it’s extremely
clean and that it has a strict, almost unforgiving legal system
that forbids gum. I usually laugh
and say that yes, Singapore is super clean but at the same time has
pretty dirty, man-made beaches
and waters. With regards to the
gum law stereotype, I explain that
the law is that you can’t import
gum, but you can chew it in Singapore. The only thing is, most
of the time you have to buy them
at healthcare stores and they’re
pretty expensive.
TKC: What’s the biggest
difference between Kenyon/
Gambier and your home country?
YM: I feel like everything’s
different between Kenyon/Gambier and my home country. One
thing that’s happened here that
would never happen at home
would be walking home alone
at 2:00 a.m. I definitely would
not do that in the neighborhood
[where] I live in Japan. It’s not that
it’s super dangerous, but it’s really
not safe to go walking the streets
alone at night. Furthermore, it’s
just not typical in my neighbor-

hood to even do that, so even if it
were safe, you would probably get
strange looks from the neighbors.
TKC: What did you think
Gambier would be like? How
does that compare to what you
think of it now?
YM: I was lucky and was
able to visit Gambier before I enrolled at Kenyon. It is still a beautiful village to me, but as a student,
I am definitely more aware of the
relationships between community members and students. I
am also more aware of the effort
it takes to maintain Gambier as a
picturesque, quiet, safe village and
also how much of a “bubble” it
can be as well.
TKC: How long does it
take to get from your house to
Kenyon?
YM: It takes me between
18 and 26 hours to get from Columbus, Ohio to Narita Airport
in Tokyo. It really depends on my
flight route.
Darko Gligorovski ’14
TKC: Where are you
from?
Darko Gligorovski: I’m
from Macedonia, in southern
Europe.
TKC: What’s your favorite
food from home?
DG: My favorite food from
home is musaka (potatoes and
meat mixed together).
TKC: Favorite food at
Peirce?
DG: Peirce hasn’t supplied
it yet.
TKC: What do teens do
for fun where you’re from?
DG: Fridays and Saturdays
are party nights and almost all
teens go to discos. There are house
parties as well. Our legal age is 18,
therefore most of the parties include alcoholic drinks. Going to
bars is very common as well. Going to cinema, theater, shopping
and traveling around the country
is also popular among the teens.
TKC: What one word

TKC: What have been
some of the challenges of adjusting to life here?
DG: Before coming to Kenyon College, I lived and studied for two years in Hong Kong.
Therefore, I didn’t have any big
problems in adjusting to life over
here. Also, I have to admit that
Gambier is quite different from
the places I lived before — it’s
quite secluded and flat.
TKC: What has helped
ease the transition?
DG: Definitely the people who work in the Center
for Global Engagement: Lisa
[Swaim], Marne [Ausec] and
Patty [Maiorino]. My host family
and the students I met during the
orientation week helped a lot too.
TKC: What do you wish
people knew about your home
country? Have you met people
here with any stereotypes about
your country?
DG: Some of the people
thought that Macedonia was
Greece, which is absolutely incorrect. We are a separate country
and we are bordering the south
with Greece. An interesting
fact about Macedonia is that
it was a birthplace for Mother
Theresa, Alexander the Great
and Queen Cleopatra.
TKC: What’s the biggest
difference between Kenyon/
Gambier and your home country?
DG: Gambier is a very
secluded place and is very flat
compared to Macedonia, which
is … metropolitan in a way — a
little over two million population.
Also, we have a lot of mountains
and lakes. We have the oldest lake
in Europe and it is considered one
of the oldest in the world as well.
TKC: What did you think
Gambier would be like? How
does that compare to what you
think of it now?
DG: Before coming to
Gambier, I was told by students
who went to the same high school
as me in Hong Kong and were already studying at Kenyon what
Gambier was like, therefore I was
prepared to live with the idea that
I will spend my next four years in
the middle of nowhere.
TKC: How long does it
take to get from your house to
Kenyon?
DG: It took me 34 hours by
plane, because I had five transits,
but actually it can take [as little as]
19 hours.
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Caitlin Fitzpatrick
Guest Writer
There are a lot of things I
could write about my time in
Rome, and it took a long time
for me to decide which singular
experience would best encapsulate what I am taking away from
this momentous city. Should
I talk about the way time and
punctuality are basically nonexistent here? Or should I compile a list of the various English
words that Italian men like to
shout at American women? Or
maybe I should write about my
walk to school every day, and
how I pass an amphitheater
older than the Coliseum and the
old Senate building where Julius
Caesar may have been killed.
Ultimately, however, I decided that the best way to talk
about Italy is to talk about the
food. The culture of food here
is almost sacred, and every old
Italian woman I have met is happiest when she’s watching you
eat. The other day, I was walk-

ing home from a local pasticceria
(pastry shop) while eating a very
delicious maritozzo con panna
(a sweet roll with a bit of lemon
flavoring filled with homemade
whipped cream). I was reflecting
on the flavorful beauty of this
Italian treat when a taxi driver
pulled up beside me.
“È buono?” he asked me. (Is
it good?)
“Oh, sí,” I answered emphatically.
“Dove l’hai comprato?”
(Where did you buy it?)
“Via della Luce.” I directed
him with my finger to compensate for my poor Italian. He
sighed happily and sped off to
buy his own pastry.
“Wow,” my roommate said.
“What an Italian moment.”
And it was. The Roman
day is basically a giant buildup to food, specifically lunch.
Breakfast is a very simple affair
here, no eggs or bacon or potato
triangles, just coffee and a cornetto (croissant). Between 1:00
p.m. and 4:00 p.m., though, just
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about every shop will close in
honor of lunch, which is usually
at least a four-course meal: antipasta, pasta, meat and fruit or
dessert. Every time I eat an Italian lunch I need at least a twohour nap to digest it all. Dinner
usually doesn’t start until 8:00
p.m. and it’s a pretty lengthy affair, but it’s less about the food
and more about the company.
It’s about eating slowly, sipping
wine and sharing food.
Yet as much as the Italians
enjoy their food, they love it in a
completely healthy way. When I
went to visit my roommate’s Italian relatives, her eight-year-old
niece asked us if all Americans
were fat, and if we ate hamburgers and french fries all the time.
I was confused by her questions
until we went to their local pizzeria, which featured something
called “Pizza Americana.” This
was a pizza piled inches high
with french fries and cocktail
sausages. That is essentially the
Italian perception of our eating
habits.

Alumna Returns to Campus
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Courtesy of Caitlin Fitzpatrick

Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’12 with a stray cat in the Villa d’Este in Italy.

When I arrived in Rome,
the first thing I did after I set
down my bag was to go buy gelato. My first Italian word was a
gelato flavor (stracciatella, which
means chocolate chip). One
of the first purchases I made
in Rome was ravioli with eggplant. And one of the first skills I
learned (other than how to cross
a busy street without flinch-

ing and how to say the phrase
dov’è il bagno? — where’s the
bathroom?) was how to cook
risotto.
I am not Italian. My hair
is blonde and my eyes are green.
I wear black Converse sneakers with yellow laces. Try as I
might, my make-up will never
look as good as that of an Italian
woman. But, when I am appreci-

ating Italian cuisine, I really feel
that I am transcending my tourist status. Every time my local
bakery owner says, “Ciao bella,
come stai?” (Hey, beautiful, how
are you?) or I order my gelato
“in una coppeta” instead of “in
a cup” I feel that I become less
American and more Italian. In
this country, food has a transformative effect.

Serving the Community

Marika GArland

Catherine Weitzel

Pictured here is Tamsin Smith ’88, who presented “Slipstreaming 101” Tuesday, Oct. 19 during common hour. Smith began her speech with a wistful tribute
to her liberal arts education at Kenyon by reciting a line from T.S. Eliot’s “Four
Quartets.” Smith currently runs SlipStream Strategy, a branding and communication company that she founded. The company website’s main page features the
quote, “We help good people turn good ideas into realities that matter to the
world.” Her current clients include the U.N. Foundation and the Family Violence
Prevention Fund. Before this, though, Smith worked as the president of (RED),
an organization that Smith helped Bono and his wife design after Bono heard of
Smith’s efforts to help develop Africa through Gap Inc.’s projects developing work
programs in Africa for natives. Smith’s history following her graduation from
Kenyon is an impressive one, and she reflected back on her college days, saying
that Kenyon changed her ways of thinking — she learned to receive and mold
knowledge with an open mind, an experience many students here are now coming
to appreciate. Smith’s business ventures are some to be respected, but her inspiring statements during her talk were what struck audience members most. “Never
listen to anyone who tells you your ideas are too big,” she said.
						
—Catherine Weitzel

Nearly 100 students participated in Kenyon’s annual Day of Service this past
Saturday, Oct. 16. According to Director of New Student Orientation and Community Programs Erin Ciarimboli, who organized the event, about two-thirds of
the students who participated were members of the Greek community. “I think
there was representation from almost every Greek organization,” Ciarimboli said.
Greek students also helped to run the sign-up process and promote the event.
Throughout the day, students worked on a total of 10 service projects, including
campus clean-up, Hot Meals, preparations for the upcoming Empty Bowls Dinner
and volunteer work at the retirement center, the Humane Society, Mount Vernon’s
community garden, Head Start, Zion Gate Farm and New Directions Women’s
Shelter.
The students pictured above (from left: Lauren Rose ’11; Susanna Byrd ’11;
Zannah Pierce, a visiting non-Kenyon student; Lauren Amrhein ’13; Hannah Reisman ’13; Julia Arcese, another visiting student) spent the afternoon gardening at
the Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC) in support of the Archons. “It’s
fun to be outside and enjoying beautiful fall while also doing service,” Byrd said.
Overall, the day was a success, according to Ciarimboli. “We’ve already heard
from a lot of the organizations [we served] how helpful it was for them,” she said.
“Students are able to see the impact [their work] has on the community, and hopefully some will return to the sites [where they volunteered].”
							
—Marika Garland
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Kenyon College.
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one look and stepped away. He
knew it was no tick … it was
a louse! He immediately ran
to the store and bought some
anti-lice shampoo and went to
work. The lice,
though, were
not amused
with this treatment, and in
the words of
my stepdad,
“They’re getting away! Squash them!”
These are not microscopic creatures; lice can grow up to three
millimeters in length, about
the size of a sesame seed. That’s
a disgustingly large bug to have
breeding on your scalp.
Now, how did I come
to face this epic lice problem
and how have I avoided it ever
since? In a few words, I once
was clean, and now I am dirty.
A common misconception is
that lice prefer dirty hair. In

fact, lice prefer clean hair! It
is easier for a louse to attach
itself to a clean hair shaft than
a greasy hair shaft. Forgoing
water is not the only way I have
evaded further contact with
these vile creatures. Now, besides avoiding showers like hipsters avoid parties in Leonard,
how else can we Kenyon students protect ourselves against
head lice?
If an adult louse does not
feed for a period of 24 hours, it
will die. So my first thought is
to shave everyone’s head and
enact H1N1
quarantine
procedures.
However,
not everyone
looks good
with buzzed heads, and I’m
pretty sure all of the Milk Cartons are occupied this year, so
I’ve come up with some alternate solutions.
1) No more Horn raves.
The hot, moist environment,
proliferation of bodies in close
proximity, body paint and longhaired dudes look like paradise
to a marauding lice family.
2) Destroy all fabric on
campus and replace it with
surgical-grade stainless steel. It

won’t help the lice stay off our
heads, but that way we can see
and kill those nasty buggers.
3) Close all hair salons
within a ten-mile vicinity of
Gambier, because, let’s face it, if
you get your hair cut here you’ll
look like Gomer Pyle anyway,
so it’s really doing everyone a
favor.
4) Shut down water service to Gambier, which will
force people not to shower. At
some point during their collegiate careers, all students learn
that they shower too much
anyway, so this will just speed
up the process.
5) Host the campus-wide
Prescription Lice Shampoo
Foam Party. Who’s down?
I hope I have taught you
all some valuable lessons about
lice. I have been itching myself
constantly for the past two
hours in fear that just reading
about these dreadful creatures
is somehow going to attract
them. Just to be safe, I had a
chimpanzee at the Columbus
Zoo do a thorough check of
my hair and I have no bugs …
at least not until I put someone
else’s wig on for Halloween.
Until then, please learn from
my mistakes and avoid head
lice.

one arising from the party space,
the power relationships that determine a drunken Saturday
night and the disempowerment
of female students. How, we
ask, do we get women to enjoy
“hooking up”? We pay speakers
to come and tell us how we can
do this. We never ask the quesJohn crain
tions: why must sex be associGuest Columnist
ated with drinking? Why must
Recent headlines in the we drink before having sex?
Collegian tell me that we con- This is certainly the first and
tinue to actively engage our pre- most essential problem.
conceptions about sex, sexuality
We tell ourselves that
and gender. These are pressing drinking is just what happens:
issues for us and it is obvious we drink because it is fun, and
why. Misconceptions abound. we have to deal afterwards with
Women struggle for equal- the problems drinking caused.
ity and, where they have gained It would be clear to anyone who
equality and the right to act and questioned themselves on this
work as men act and work, they point that we drink in order to
have struggled with their new have sex. We are too bashful to
split identity.
have sex withGay people are There is a difference out the cover
still violently at- between struggling of drinking.
tacked and hetfeel guilty.
to resolve shame and We
erosexuals are
But when the
forced to fear making sexuality into hangover is
and sometimes
gone, we feel
a talking point.
hate the traces
guiltier.
of inappropriate femininity or
The real problem is that
masculinity they see in them- we want to live in a milieu of
selves.
free, fun sex, as we have been
Yet I see a great deal of dis- brought up by our parents to
honesty in how these issues are want. We want to be able, by the
dealt with here at Kenyon. As time we are married, to say that
often as not, we use contentious we have fooled around to our
words to keep ourselves from re- hearts’ content, and now we are
ally, truly and actively searching ready to leave free sex behind.
our own souls.
Yet we feel too guilty to do this
Take our ongoing dialogue wholeheartedly.
about Kenyon’s parties as an exWe fill the gap between
ample. “Hooking up” is used as who we are and who we would
a term to disguise unpleasant like to be with a dialogue about
truths. We treat the problem as sexual identities. Sexual identity

seems to be what separates the
raw act of sex from the sexuality that gives rise to it. We seem
to want to maintain a clean division between the act of sex,
of coitus, of whatever, and the
identity that follows from preferences about whom we hump,
how we hump them, et cetera.
Like a word you repeat to
yourself over and over until it
sounds foreign, this dialogue is
making the act more and more
alien to us. The results of this
strange experiment are written
on our culture. Like a mental
disease, sexuality is placed on a
spectrum. Psychological experts
tell us that we are all a little gay, as
though “gay” is a substance separable from actually having gay
sex. And it may be, but will we
claim that queer culture — unimpeachable in itself — comes
before this act? What is the real
basis for such an identity?
The beast with two backs
is in a hall of mirrors (picture
that). The goal, we say, is winning societal acceptance for
other sexual orientations. This
is why we must discuss sexual
identities. But we are unwilling to engage our consciences
about the act, to the point
where we consider “hooking
up” — drinking and then having sex — some kind of societal
requirement. The field of sexual
identities often provides the
vocabulary for talking about
what is lacking in sex, responding to our basic intuition that
something is missing when we
talk about the act alone. What
belongs in this space is love and

the corresponding sexual act of
seduction, terms free of shame
and belonging equally to all
sexual orientations. Love and
seduction are missing from the
dialogue because we have come
to believe in free sex — as in,
freedom to thrust, hump and
screw as we please — as a social
activity, one separate from the
conscience, from the soul, from
our feelings: an administrative
category. Imagine instead of
homosexuality, bisexuality and
other sexual niches having their
own forums about their kinds
of sex, we were having pansexual
talks, discussing not only the
differences but also the similarities between different kinds
of seduction. This would be
far more interesting and would
help us humanize our claimed
sexualities.
There is a real struggle going on to make a space in our
society for non-heterosexual
identities. Is this the struggle we
at Kenyon are participating in?
To an extent, certainly. I am also
sure, however, that the language
of sexual empowerment is often
used to disguise our shame, or
what psychologists call “cognitive dissonance,” about our sexual openness. We are ashamed of
what we nominally believe in.
This is the point of an event like
a gay pride parade: no shame!
But there is a difference between
struggling to resolve shame and
making sexuality into a talking
point, banishing solutions to
a future that may as well never
come and that we do nothing to
bring about.

mSTAKSE
Keep the Lice At Bay
Lice — vile, itchy scum of
the earth; vermin only slightly
higher than bedbugs and crabs
on the gross-out scale — have
invaded our campus. I’m writing this to warn you innocent,
clean Kenyon students of
the dangers of these animals.
Though it may surprise some
of you, I’ve experienced lice
firsthand, and I want you to
learn from my mistakes. I last
had lice in tenth grade, and it
was one of the worst periods of
my life thus far. The story goes
something like this.
I was sitting in my backyard, admiring another beautiful Chicago summer sunset,
when I felt an odd tickling
sensation on my head. Reaching up in a Karate Kid manner,
I pulled what I thought was a
tick from my hair. I ran upstairs
and proclaimed, “I have a tick;
I need to get tested for Lyme
disease.” Alas, my stepdad took

Forgoing water is
not the only way I
have evaded
further contact
with lice.

Rethinking Sexuality at Kenyon

In Middle of
Nowhere, Cars
Are Fact of Life
The opinion piece written last week, entitled “Parking Policy Compromises Safety” brought concerns
with student parking to
the forefront. Thanks
to a first year class of
more than 480 students, many of whom
brought their cars to
campus, and construction that has eliminated
some of the parking lots
formerly available for
student use, the College is now facing a parking
crunch. Kenyon’s location,
as was acknowledged in last
week’s piece, necessitates that
students be allowed to drive
their cars to campus and to occupy parking spots near their
dormitories or apartments
throughout the entire academic year. Many comparable
institutions, however, have
found ways to provide transportation for students while
maintaining the integrity of
a walking campus. Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine
does not allow its freshmen to
bring cars, but it offers energyefficient hybrid Zipcars to its
students, for use 24 hours a
day. Should Kenyon prohibit
first years from driving cars to
vacate parking spots for upperclassmen?
The editors of the Collegian say no. Though parking
space is an undeniable issue for
current students, we should
not lose sight of students’ larger needs. The College shuttle
to Mount Vernon is practical
and effective, but if the College were to limit the number
of students allowed cars, then
it would also have to invest in
more shuttle drivers or a more
creative solution, such as the
one Bowdoin employed. We
often need transportation to
places beyond Mount Vernon,
too. The Kenyon Coach and
other services offer rides to the
airport, but these have often
proved unreliable – showing
up late, sometimes not showing up at all – and have caused
many students to rely most
heavily on the network of Kenyon students with cars. Part
of our college experience, too,
is exploring our surroundings,
and whether that means hopping in the car and rambling
through Columbus’ German
Village or borrowing a friend’s
car to go apple picking at a
nearby orchard, a car enables
the experience. Additionally,
with nearly a third of the College’s population hailing from
Ohio alone, and an even greater population hailing from
directly surrounding areas, it
makes the most sense for these
students to drive to and from
Kenyon during breaks.

staff editorial
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Health Center Needs Weekend Hours

liliana martinez
A&E Editor
I woke up last Saturday morning during reading days with huge, swollen glands. I took a lot of
vitamin C and went about
my business. By Sunday,
though, my throat was
sore and the
glands had
swollen to
the size of
golf
balls,
and I was
definitely
getting
worse. Because the Health
Center isn’t open on weekends, I went to bed pretty
sick on Sunday, and woke
up on Monday really, really sick. I could barely drag
myself out of bed at 3:30
p.m. to walk to the Health
Center.
I was seen to quickly,
but the nurse who tended
to me was puzzled about
what I actually had. She
took a throat culture. It
was negative. She speculated that it might be a virus. I walked out of there
with antibiotics and no
clear idea of what sickness was afflicting me.
Feeling slightly better the
next morning, I went to a
few classes, but I was soon
exhausted and collapsed
in my room. I felt worse
by the hour, but decided
to give the antibiotics a
chance to work.
By Thursday, it was
clear
the
antibiotics
weren’t helping, and I was
back at the Health Center.

This time, my visit seemed
to do the trick. I took oral
steroids and a different
antibiotic and was back
on my feet by Saturday, a
full week after I had first
experienced symptoms. I
missed four days of classes.
Some students are
quick to blame the Health
Center if a diagnosis isn’t
perfect or if an illness spins
out of control. This point
of this piece is emphatically not to blame: the
Health Center staff does
great work in their office
Monday through Friday.
However, I believe that
the weekend
health system we now
have in place
— a nurse
or
doctor
on call for
a telephone
diagnosis and security
available for truly serious
medical issues — is inadequate, particularly in comparison to what we students need and what other
colleges provide for their
students. Regular Health
Center hours on Saturday
and Sunday would greatly
improve the standard of
care here at the College.
While
security
is
available to
transport students to the
Knox Community Hospital if they
experience a
serious injury, it does not
seem reasonable or practical to do this for a sore
throat or an upset stomach, common ailments
that would naturally send
students to the Health
Center. According to the
school’s policy, there is a
nurse on call to help students who get sick on the

Regular hours on
weekends would
greatly improve the
standard of care.

weekends, but, as everyone
knows, diagnoses over the
phone are often inaccurate or incomplete. Also, I
know that when I feel sick,
I don’t have the resources
to find a car to go into
Mount Vernon for a
visit to the
Urgent Care
Clinic or the
hospital, but
I do have the
means and
the resources to walk the
two minutes to the Health
Center.
Weekends
provide
winding-down time, when
students can assess their
health and take problems
into account. They are also
a time when students succumb to the stress of the
week. Add to this parties
that can get rowdy, cause
injuries or, at the least,
weaken immune systems.
Many students fall
sick on the weekend, and
waiting up to 48 hours for
a face-to-face diagnosis
seems unwise. Any sickness can get worse in 48
hours: prevention would
definitely be better than
a later cure. In addition,
some diseases, such as meningitis or a
staph infection, are not
easily treatable over the
phone, but
can worsen
quickly and
become very
serious, or even fatal, in 48
hours.
Consider
Kenyon’s
situation: we’re an isolated, rural campus where
most students don’t have
cars and the hospital for
after-hours care isn’t within walking distance. The
Health Center is. It’s clearly vital to have a facility
where students feel safe,
where they are covered under insurance and where
they can simply walk in
with any problem. This
place should be available
especially on weekends.
One of the best things
about the Health Center
on weekdays is the promptness of care and the availability of medicine. When
I was sick, I was seen immediately, and I got my
antibiotics during my visit, which meant I did not
have to call a prescription
in to a pharmacy or go into
Mount Vernon to obtain
the medicine. But these
services are not available
on weekends, meaning
proper care is often postponed and medicine can-

I believe the
weekend health
system we now
have in place is
inadequate.

Interested in
managing finances?
The Collegian is looking for
a new Business Manager.
For more information
or to apply, email
kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.

not be obtained.
One defense is the status quo — that is, Kenyon
has never had, or needed,
weekend hours. How do we
compare to other schools?
Kenyon is a great liberal
arts college
on par with
schools such
as Bowdoin
College,
Swarthmore
College,
Williams
College and Wesleyan University. All of these other
places have something in
common, though: they offer weekend clinic hours
at their Health Centers
to all students. Bowdoin’s
Health Center is open on
weekends from 12:00 p.m.
to 2:00 p.m. for “acute
problems.” Swarthmore’s
is open pretty much all day
on weekdays, and on call
on a 24/7 basis. At Brown
University, the health
center has almost twelve
hours of open clinic time
on weekends. At Wesleyan, the center is open for
four hours on Saturdays.
At Williams, Saturday and
Sunday hours are 1:00 p.m.
to 8:00 p.m.
I have talked to numerous students about the
pros and cons of weekend
hours at the Health Center. In my unscientific poll,
not one student I talked to
believed that the Center
should be closed on weekends, and most of them
were upset that they could
not obtain care in person
on Saturday and Sunday.
It is true that adding more
hours might increase costs
or necessitate more staff.
But one idea for change
is to assess Health Center
traffic during the week
and determine if perhaps
cutting some morning
hours on one day and adding weekend hours in exchange would benefit students. How would opening
on weekends affect Health
Center employees? Perhaps some would prefer
a few hours on weekends
rather than on weekdays.
I believe we at Kenyon
should seriously consider
this option and any others
that the staff or students
might suggest.
I don’t profess to have
a solution to this problem,
but I believe we need to
start discussing it in depth.
I’ve thought about it a lot,
but more urgently since I
got sick over the weekend.
I just hope that the next
time that happens, I can go
to our Health Center for
help. Even on a Sunday.

This place should
be available,
especially on
weekends.

Quick
Complaints



“The Papa John’s delivery guys need to have some kind
of K-card access to buildings so we don’t have to wait outside
in the cold for them.”
-Nick Stewart ’12
“Why don’t I get natural science credit for kinesiology
or QR credit for Laban Notation?”
-Robby Letzler ’12
“There’s a design flaw in the Tafts — the first room’s
door and the bathroom door collide and it’s
really annoying.”
-Paulina Gutierrez ’11
“I appreciate that recycling bins have finally been put on
Middle Path but it seems like a condescending gesture to only
put two on Middle Path in a part where nobody walks.”
-Jamie Katz ’10
“The bathrooms in Olin always stink. It’s not from people; they just stink.”
-Matt Innes ’11
“There’s no off-campus housing.”
-Will Clements ’13
“I want bigger signs for the ice cream, so I don’t fall for
the mint ice cream or the blackberry ice cream. I want to
know when it’s chocolate or vanilla, that’s it. “
-Edward Coady ’12
“I’m too tired to be clever.”
-Jen Vihon ’13
“It’s frowned upon to drink in MiddleGround.”
-Murat Oztaskin ’11
“The Old Kenyon showers suck. There’s no water pressure, the shower heads are too close to the wall, and people
vomit in them after parties.”
-Morgan Korinek ’12
“My housemates are too tall.”
-Lukas Moe ’11
“You can never get into Bexley parking spaces; they’re
too small, and people always take up two.”
-Brandon Ventling ’11
“People shouldn’t push the handicapped button unless
they need it.”
-Jennifer Larson ’14
“More chicken — patties and grilled.”
-Mark Sullivan ’11
“They don’t have left-handed forks.”
-Yoni Wilkenfeld ’13
“Why don’t they do all this construction during the
summer when nobody is here?”
- Maggie Andrews ’11
“The skunk on South Quad is everywhere.”
-Lucia Knell ’13
“For a college that specializes in writing, the school
newspaper is shockingly subpar and offers no incentive for
talented writers.”
-Doug Wieand ’11
“People always throw their silverware into the bins in
Peirce and it splashes everywhere.”
-Michael Kordenbrock ’13
“We can’t park by Manning ... we have
to park by the KAC.”
-Kolin Sullivan ’14
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‘Faster Than the Speed of White’: Spoken Word Duo Brownstar Rocks the Horn
Samuel Colt
Staff Writer
Last weekend, dozens of
students packed into the Horn
Gallery for some evening entertainment, and I’m not talking
about Saturday night’s rave. On
Friday, Oct. 15, the South-Asian
spoken-word duo Brownstar
graced Kenyon’s campus, evoking laughter and provoking
thought about issues like identity, nationality and truth.
Consisting of Pushkar
“North Star” Sharma and Sathya
“South Star” Sridharan, Brownstar is labeled as a spoken-word
duo, a term which can carry
some misleading connotations.
Although their performance
certainly conveyed feelings of
spontaneity and grandeur, essential to spoken word, Brownstar’s
acts were more akin to plays than
to poems. In addition to North
Star and South Star, each with
his own distinct personality, the
group employed a bass guitarist, known as Chuck (Charles
“Third Dimension” Kim), who

added another dimension to the
theatrical style.
First and foremost, Brownstar’s skits and poems were intended to be entertaining and
funny. The group’s first piece
sought to take the audience on
a galactic journey to the “alcove
of answers, faster than the speed
of white.” They frequently made
reference to their ethnicity and
the color of their skin, though
they followed with another skit
that addressed the subject more
seriously. Questions they sought
to answer in the sketch included
“Where did Sisqó go?” and “If
there is a god, why did she create Glenn Beck?” In this way,
the members of Brownstar not
only played off each other’s personalities using a wise teacher/
eager student theme, but also
interacted with the audience, frequently gesturing to members of
the crowd who visibly enjoyed a
particular joke or an obscure pop
culture reference. Upon reaching
the alcove of answers, the crew of
Brownstar Galactica concluded
somewhat philosophically that

the answers to life’s great questions could be found within
one’s self.
Next, South Star delivered a
solo poem seeking to answer the
question, “Who am I?” To do
this, South Star used a collection
of allusions to the X-Men comic
book series and other comics of
his youth. Following this, the
duo delivered a more serious
piece about the rise of actor and
former Obama administration
member Kal Penn. Penn is famous for his acting in the Harold
and Kumar film series, as well as
other roles, including Dr. Kutner
on Fox’s House, M.D. During the
piece, the duo explained Penn’s
significance to them as the first
Indian-American actor to become successful in mainstream
Hollywood. They also used
Penn as a tool to examine Indian stereotypes, suggesting that
Penn’s success could potentially
inspire other Indian-Americans
or reinforce negative stereotypes
of Indians and Pakistanis. In this
piece especially, the group employed changes in volume and

Magic of Northern Lights Touches
the Bolton Theater in Almost, Maine
Liliana Martinez
A&E Editor

What is Almost, Maine?
Magical. Miraculous. “Beautiful,
sweet, poignant and touching,”
according to Josh HendersonCox ’13, who is in the play. “It’s
… about simple people dealing
with the hardest thing in life: love,”
Henderson-Cox said of the play,
which opens this Thursday, Oct.
21, at the Bolton Theater. Written
by John Cariani, Almost, Maine
deals with a varied cast of characters living in the fictional town of
Almost, Maine. In a series of situational vignettes, the mythical and
magical effects of the Northern
Lights are exercised on each of the
characters.
Assistant Professor of Drama Kevin Rich, who is directing
the play, said he chose Almost,
Maine because “I thought I’d like
to do something that was more
ensemble-based — where I got
to work with a larger number of
students, all of them in an equal
capacity, rather than a play that has
one great big role.” Rich is new to
Kenyon this year, and thought a
play with a larger cast would allow
him to become better acquainted
with more students. Each actor
plays two roles during the play:
“that’s a fun challenge for an actor,”
Rich said.
Doug Healey ’13, who plays
characters named East and Dave,
said, “It’s fun to play distinct characters and I think it’s fun for the
audience to see that as well.” It
also gives the actors a chance to
play with aspects of theater they
might not otherwise be able to try.
“Because everyone plays multiple
roles, it’s also given us as actors the
chance to experiment with differ-

Liliana Martinez

Sarah Johnsrude ’13 and Matthew Crowley ’11 confess their love in
the first of ten vignettes in Almost, Maine.

ent physicality and vocalizations,”
Matt Crowley ’11, who plays Daniel and Pete, said.
The audience appeal of a
play like Almost, Maine is hard to
miss. It is short, running only 90
minutes with one intermission,
and it encompasses themes to
which most college students (and
students’ parents) can easily relate.
“It can potentially come off as cute,
but ultimately it’s about sad people
and there is a lot of gravity to the
stories,” Healey said. “It’s a play
about ordinary people in extraor-

dinary circumstances.”
Angela Coleman ’12, who
stage manages the play, commented on the depth of the stories.
“This show is a lot of fun but it also
makes you think a lot,” she said. “It
takes you to a place where you’re
laughing, and you’re laughing hysterically, but then you think, and
it’s like, ‘Wow, that actually meant
something to me.’”
Students and parents can see
Almost, Maine on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 21, 22 and
23 at 8:00 p.m.

Shelby Branson

Pushkar “North Star” Sharma, Rebecca Chowdhury ’13, Charles “Third Dimension” Kim and Sathya “South Star” Sridharan.

vulgar language in order to pique
the audience’s attention.
Preceding Brownstar’s final
skit, North Star performed his
own solo poem, entitled “Ode to
the Squat Toilet.” The poem was
a satire of traditional love poems
and effectively relieved the tension created by the previous play.
The duo’s final act, “Nuclear Fission,” was a tale of a young boy
seeking to understand his nationality by running away from

home. The play explored the
boy, possibly North Star himself,
and his idolization of Queen
vocalist Freddie Mercury and
his purportedly Indian roots. In
the course of the 15-minute play,
the boy, dubbed “The Atomic
Kid,” meets a gravedigger who
claims to have known Mercury.
In talking with the gravedigger
and recalling an anecdote from
elementary school, the boy understands his identity as an amal-

gamation of Indian, Pakistani
and American. The piece used a
metaphysical tone to undermine
the notion that geography is destiny, and nationality determines
one’s relationships and identity.
At the play’s end, the boy returns
to his home with a greater sense
of place.
Brownstar’s audience left
the performance feeling similarly
satisfied and thoroughly entertained.

Lauren Toole
Staff Writer

for the anthology from the
Woodcraft Circle of Native
American Writers and Storytellers in 2006.
In 2007, McAdams expanded the project to include
Spanish professors Katherine
Hedeen and Victor RodríguezNúñez as editors of published
Spanish-American poetry that
has never been translated. The
two initiatives fit together well
because both “Native American
and Spanish-American poetry
are the poetry of the other: the
people who don’t belong to the
mainstream,” according to Rodríguez-Núñez.
The authors they feature
have never had their literature
translated into English and their
words have largely remained unheard by American and British
audiences. “Those poets have
been neglected for a reason and
we want to highlight them for
that,” Rodríguez-Núñez said.
Take author Juan Calzadilla, who compiled The Journal
with No Subject (a collection of
translated poems through Earthworks). Calzadilla has composed
poetry, narratives, essays, visual
art, art criticism, journalism,
translations and editing. In 1961,
he co-founded the revolutionary
cultural movement El Techo de
la Ballena (The Whale’s Roof ).
Another Earthworks initiative, The Poems of Sydney West by
Juan Gelman, raises questions
about the Western assumption
surrounding death. Gelman has
published nearly 20 books of
poetry that have been translated
into 14 different languages since
1956. He has won a variety of
awards including the 2007 Cer-

vantes Prize, the highest award
in Hispanic literary circles. His
accomplishments are many and
yet his presence is unknown to
American and British audiences.
Nearly everyone has heard
of Pablo Neruda’s prominence or
read the beauty of Gabriel García Márquez’s Love in the Time
of Cholera, yet almost no one
knows the poetry of Calzadilla
and Gelman, two distinguished
and decorated authors. “There
have been a lot of voices that
have been silenced, maybe not
purposefully or as a conscious
act, but out of ignorance,” Hedeen said.
Hedeen and RodríguezNúñez choose poetry produced
after 1959 and inspired by the
cultural innovations of the Cuban Revolution. After translating
the first few books into English,
Hedeen and Rodríguez-Núñez
hope to usher in more translators as the series gains further
recognition.
They want the poetry they
choose to be helpful in identifying social problems, but also in
preserving the richness of the
genre itself. This is verse that
challenges the reader to perceive
not only its content but also the
structure by which it is presented. “We try to work with the
poetry that is committed with
social issues and with form,” Rodríguez-Núñez said. The “form”
that Rodríguez-Núñez refers to
is the spatial way in which Latin
American poets often render
their poetry.
“We would like to see these
books being read in the classroom as well as in the subway,”
Hedeen said.

Kenyon Professors Bring
Native American Poetry to Life

One of the most interesting contributions to American
and British poetry this decade
has come from a trio of Kenyon
College professors through a series called Earthworks. Begun in
2005 by Associate Professor of
English Janet McAdams, Earthworks is a collection of Native
American and Latin American
poetry that has been largely overlooked by the literary world.
So far, the series has published an impressive 19 books
through the Salt Publishing
Company of England, with
three more slated for release this
year. Salt is a highly respected independent publisher, with QwoLi Driskill’s Walking with Ghosts
in Earthworks ranking regularly
on Salt’s top-ten sales list.
McAdams, currently in
England with the Kenyon-Exeter program, has completely reshaped the standards for Native
American poetry, and is giving
the genre a name and a standard
unto itself. In one of the books
featuring the work of LeAnne
Howe, a Choctaw (a Native
American tribe originally from
the Southeastern U.S.), Howe
plays with the stereotypes faced
by Native Americans in their
everyday life. Take her poem in
dialogue, “Noble Savage Confronts Indian Mascot”:
Noble Savage: What are
you doing in my closet?
Indian Mascot: Sugar, can
I wear your loin cloth to the big
game tonight?
McAdams was awarded
the Publisher of the Year Award
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Poetry Talking About Poetry: Kenyon Professor Wins Spanish Literary Prize
Caleb bissinger
Staff Writer
Homework. The tedious
hours spent filling out multiplication tables or dragging a
highlighter across indecipherable pages in preparation for
class. For poet and Kenyon
Professor of Spanish Victor Rodríguez-Núñez, it is the word
he most readily associates with
his childhood. But for a child of
the Cuban Revolution, homework didn’t mean schoolwork
— it meant the constant assignments the Cuban government
gave its citizens. “The Revolution in Cuba gave us some tasks
or homework, constantly,” Rodríguez-Núñez said. “People
who lived in Cuba at that time
received a lot of pressure from
the government. A lot of homework.”
In his most recent book
of poetry, Tareas (Homework),
Rodríguez-Núñez merges those
memories of an upbringing during the Cuban Revolution with
the observational notes he makes
during his annual visits to Cuba.
This summer, the book won
Spain’s Rincon de la Victoria International Poetry Prize. Awarded in honor of Spanish author

Salvador Rueda, the
prize is endowed
by the Department
of Culture of the
City of Rincon de la
Victoria as part of a
national mandate to
invest in culture. The
annual prize is given
to works written in
Spanish by authors of
all nationalities.
Encarnación
Anaya, the mayor of
the City of Rincon
de la Victoria, praised
Rodríguez-Núñez’s
style and international footing in an interview with Spain’s Europa Press.
“[The prize] this year has gone
to a Hispanic from a long career
in the world of letters, and that
has garnered numerous awards
during his career over countless
publications,” Anaya said. The
jurors who selected RodríguezNúñez’s work from among many
submissions cited the confluence
of reality and dream states in his
poetry.
The prize comes with a
purse of 9,000 euros and the publication of the winning work by
Spanish publisher Renacimiento
(Renaissance). “I am more inter-

ested in publication,” RodríguezNúñez said, discussing his prize.
Renacimiento, he said, makes
beautiful books of poetry widely
available to the Spanish-speaking
world.
The award is one of many
in a career that has spanned 18
books and earned RodríguezNúñez prizes from Cuba, Spain,
Mexico and Costa Rica.
After working as a journalist in Havana and Nicaragua, and
later as a university administrator
in Columbia, Rodríguez-Núñez
immigrated to the United States
in the mid-’90s. “I’m here be-

are two discourses
in the book,” he said.
“Memoir and the
notes I write when I
return to Cuba.” Returning home ignites
Rodríguez-Núñez’s
creative energy. “I go
there and write, compulsively — everything I see,” he said.
Tareas is also
Rodríguez-Núñez’s
comment on the art
and act of writing.
Beyond addressing
his culture, Rodríguez-Núñez wanted
victor Rodriguez-nuñez
Tareas to capture
cause the United States offered “what the act of writing means.”
me the possibility to develop as
“Poetry talking about poa writer,” Rodríguez-Núñez said. etry,” he calls it. “When poetry
The first member of his family talks about itself, it talks about
to attend university, Rodríguez- everything. The world has a
Núñez speaks with pride and structure and the structure of a
reservation about the revolution poem can be a reproduction of
that gave him access to higher the structure of the world.”
education, but also silenced
The way poetry distills the
many. “The revolution that gave order of the world is what brings
me knowledge, stopped my Rodríguez-Núñez back to the
speaking,” he said.
form repeatedly. Poetry stirs
Speaking from his office in him passion and animated
at Kenyon in Ascension Hall, conviction. Poetry, not Cuban
Rodríguez-Núñez confides that heritage, is the lens through
Tareas confronts his Cuban which he views the world. “I
past and Cuba’s present. “There don’t believe in identity,” Rodrí-

Nashville’s Heavy Cream Play Punk at the Horn
lana Dubin
Staff Writer
On Monday Oct. 18,
the garage punk rock band
Heavy Cream played a raucous set at the Horn Gallery. Replacing the postponed Johnny Flynn, the
band played a high-intensity show for a less-thanfull crowd. Due to the
pouring rain and the short
notice of the replacement,
the turnout was not as
large as expected. However, the loyal fans who did
turn out embraced the exclusivity of the event, and
soon began to let loose
and mosh.
The four-person band
hails from Nashville, Tennessee and consists of
three women and one man.
Jessica McFarland, the
lead singer, sang the band’s
short but rough songs with
gusto, and was backed up
by Mimi Gabriez on guitar, Daniel Severs on bass
and Melissa Burnett on
drums. On August 24, the
band released their newest
album, Danny, on Infinity
Cat Records. Danny was
produced by Jake Orrall of
JEFF the Brotherhood, and
has been met with critical
acclaim. In fact, Infinity
Cat Records was recently
named Nashville’s best
record label by Nashville
Scene. The paper writes
that Infinity Cat deserves

Wesley Keyser

Heavy Cream played an energetic show to an enthusiastic, albeit small, crowd last Monday, Oct. 18.

the award “for building a
cult following around its
flagship band (and label
execs), JEFF the Brotherhood, bringing Nashville’s
riff-punk underground to
a national audience and,
in the process, incubating
some of our best raw local talent,” which includes
Heavy Cream.
The
members
of
Heavy Cream embrace
their Nashville roots, and
Nashville native Ferrell
Garramone ’13 brought
the group to Kenyon.
Through her friendship
with bassist Severs and
her involvement in the
Nashville music scene,
Garramone came to know
the band. When the band
expressed an interest in

playing at colleges during
their current tour, Garramone contacted the Horn
Gallery. They in turn
contacted Heavy Cream’s
manager, and the show
was booked. Garramone
knew that, “the crowd was
never going to be that big”
at the concert but realized
that Heavy Cream’s performance was, “more about
energ y” than drawing a
large audience. “They’re
interesting , and their popularity is growing” she says
about the band.
The band’s performance was marked by the
high intensity with which
each band member contributed to the overall
sound. McFarland was focused and clear with her

delivery, contrasting with
Gabriez’s wild energ y on
guitar. Severs was calm
and collected on bass,
centering in on the overall sound, as Burnett on
drums looked as though
she were having the time of
her life. “Watusi,” the first
single off of their new album, was a standout song ,
as were “Hawkwound” and
“Tina.” Harry Hanson ’13
said: “It’s great to have a
band that allows us as students to really let loose in
the most animalistic way,
instead of a typical weekend [party]. Punk also
seems to be a forgotten
genre here [at Kenyon],
and it was awesome seeing
all of those people really
enjoying themselves.”

guez-Núñez said, leaning close
as if confiding a great secret.
“You can change every day.” For
Rodríguez-Núñez, being Cuban is not what defines him. He
knows that he cannot escape the
Latin American culture that has
shaped him. He knows too that
the Spanish language ties him to
his homeland. But his roots are
fluid. “The day that I feel the necessity to write in English, I will
switch,” he said.
Rodríguez-Núñez
left
Cuba not as a political dissident, or as an exiled adversary,
but as someone who sought
knowledge offered abroad. Rodríguez-Núñez enrolled at the
University of Oregon in 1995
where he earned his masters degree in Spanish. He later received
his Ph.D. from the University of
Texas. He began teaching at Kenyon in 2001.
Currently,
RodríguezNúñez is at work on an anthology of Cuban poetry due to be
published next year by VisorLibros in Madrid. He continues
to write and teach. RodríguezNúñez plans a life full of homework. “I think I never will retire. I
love to teach,” Rodríguez-Núñez
said. “Teaching is the best way to
learn.”

Kenyon Film Society
Thursday, Oct. 21 — The Lives of Others
As part of Global Engagement Week, we are presenting The Lives
of Others. The feature film debut of German director Florian Henckel
von Donnersmarck, it won Best Foreign Language Film at the 2007
Academy Awards — beating out the favorite Pan’s Labyrinth — and was
put on top ten lists by many of America’s top critics, including Richard
Roeper and the New York Times’ A.O. Scott. The Lives of Others follows
Gerd Wiesler (Ulrich Muhe), a top Stasi guard in East Germany. Wiesler
is assigned to spy on the playwright Georg Dreyman (Sebastian Koch)
and Dreyman’s girlfriend Christa-Maria Sieland (Martina Gedeck).
While spying on them, Wiesler becomes fascinated with the couple,
and begins to question whether or not his allegiances lie with the correct
party. Wiesler becomes an unexpected and powerful hero, and Muhe’s
performance is subtle but brilliant. The screening will be accompanied
by a talk from Assistant Professor of German Paul Gebhardt.
Friday, Oct. 22 — Harold and Maude
It’s been ranked by Entertainment Weekly as one of the top five best
cult movies ever made, included on the American Film Institute’s lists of
the funniest and most romantic films ever made and selected for preservation in the Library of Congress for being culturally significant. For a
film that was a critical and commercial flop when it was released, Harold
and Maude has since beaten the odds to become a classic, as well as one
of the funniest dark comedies ever written. The film follows the friendship and romance of the young Harold (Bud Cort) and the vivacious
79-year old Maude (Ruth Gordon). The performances are charming
(Cort and Gordon were both nominated for Golden Globes for their
performances in the film) and the characters prove to be a perfect match.
The movie is strange, to say the least, but it is also surprisingly heartwarming and unbelievably distinct.
Saturday, Oct. 23 — This Is Spinal Tap
The original in the Christopher Guest series of mockumentaries,
This Is Spinal Tap follows the fake British rock and roll band Spinal Tap
(Guest, Michael McKean and Harry Shearer) as they continue in their
quest to be the loudest band in rock and roll history. (Spoiler: their secret is that most bands go to ten, but they go to 11.) The movie, directed
by Rob Reiner, is an undoubted cult classic that has spawned countless
cultural references. The fictional band Spinal Tap have even gone on to
record albums, and have been nominated for a Grammy. One of the
funniest films you will ever see, This Is Spinal Tap features cameo appearances by Dana Carvey, Anjelica Huston, Billy Crystal, Paul Shaffer, Fran
Drescher and Fred Willard.
All three screenings will be at 7:30 p.m. in the KAC Theater. They are
free and open to the entire community.
—Miles Purinton
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Revealing What Lurks in the Woods and Waters of Kenyon

Marika Garland

Jen Brown

From left: wild turkeys behind the New Apartments; deer on the path from the Bexley Parking Lot to the New Apartments.

Catherine Weitzel
Staff Writer
A stroll down Middle
Path, a walk through the
Brown Family Environmental
Center (BFEC), or a simple
look out one’s dorm room
window can reveal to students, professors and community members alike the
wildlife that inhabits Kenyon
College. While some animals
are highly visible, like squirrels and the occasional deer,
others are more elusive. Students claim to have seen wild
turkeys, groundhogs and even
skunks. Kenyon, as we have
come to know, is home to
more than just humans.
BFEC Facility Manager
David Heithaus recounted
an assortment of wildlife that
inhabits the campus and its
wooded outskirts. The most
common animals seen on
campus, he said, are squirrels.
“Grey squirrels are the ones
you’ll definitely see most —
every once in awhile you’ll see
a red squirrel, a fox squirrel,
mixed in,” Heithaus said. “The
squirrels have discovered that
the campus is a pretty forgiv-

ing place for a rodent to live.”
No one can deny seeing
the fuzzy little critters scampering among the trees. “The
squirrels here are not as scary
as in Washington,” Ryan Darragh ’14 said. “There they’ll
chase you for food.” Hopefully we will not have to worry about running away from
hungry squirrels, thanks to
the abundance of acorns all
over the grass on campus.
Less obvious, however,
are the white-tailed deer
that are also common here.
“Gambier is sort of a sanctuary spot for white-tailed deer
to hang around,” Heithaus
said. “They love all the landscape plantings people put
out, and there’s no hunting in
the Village. … They’ve discovered that, during gun season,
if they hang out on campus,
they’re pretty safe.” He added
that crows, turkey vultures
and even bald eagles tend to
fly around campus. Heithaus
said that less common birds,
like the vultures, wild turkeys and bald eagles, are more
likely to be seen on the edges
of the busy parts of campus.

Groundhogs abound as well,
their underground homes
acting as quite the nuisance to
farmers.
Heather Doherty, program manager for the BFEC,
said that with a preserve of 480
acres, a lot of wildlife hovers
around the less traveled parts
of campus. Bald eagles have
recently been taken off the
federal endangered species
list, Doherty said, but sighting them around Gambier is
still thrilling. “From my office window at the BFEC I
sometimes see them soaring
above the river,” Doherty said.
“They like it here because of
the river, but we’re also lucky
to have well-protected natural areas along the river that
offer the giant trees that the
eagles need for nesting. They
use the nests year after year
and can weigh several tons.”
There are other interesting
birds around campus, including three species found on the
BFEC preserve that are on
the “watch list” for becoming
endangered species, like the
red-headed woodpecker and
the cerulean warbler. “We

do have wild turkeys around around campus. “The animals
campus too, though I’ve never remind me of my cats back
seen them right in Gambier; home,” she said. “I’ve kind of
you’re more likely to see them adopted them as my replaceon farm fields,” Doherty said. ment cats.” Most students
Some upperclassmen have seem to appreciate Kenyon’s
seen these wild turkeys be- affinity for wildlife.
hind the New
It can be
Apartments,
tempting to
however, so
interact with
perhaps they
the wildlife
are
getting
on campus by
braver with
chasing after
their explorathe ominous
tions.
crows or try—David Heithaus ing to feed
Heithaus
also remarked
the chubby
on the ease with which these squirrels. Heithaus warned,
wildlife can survive around however: “As a general rule
campus: “Anywhere where of thumb, people and wildyou have a spot where they’re life don’t mix.” He added,
not going to be harassed by though, that there cannot
people, it will be easier for be too much harm in giving
them to survive, and there a squirrel a Cheeto or someare very few natural preda- thing along those lines. Still,
tors … the only real preda- do not antagonize the bucks,
tors around are coyotes, and Heithaus said. They have antthose are relatively rare.” He lers, and antlers can hurt.
continued by saying that it is
Though there are many
a win-win situation for most interesting forms of wildlife
wildlife — they have plenty of in the wooded areas around
food, and they are free from campus, Heithaus said, “There
predators. Allison Lembo ’14 are some really cool salamansaid she enjoys seeing wildlife ders and newts around [in the

“As a general rule
of thumb, people
and wildlife don’t
mix.”

water]. One is the hellbender,
a really unique, rare animal.
It’s North America’s largest amphibian — in theory,
they can get up to about 30
inches and are in the Kokosing River. … Some people
call them ‘snot otters,’ kind
of a colloquial term for the
hellbender.” This endangered
salamander is completely
harmless to humans, Doherty
said. She added that there are
two types of endangered fish
in the Kokosing.
“The Ohio EPA [Environmental Protection Agency] just finished a study of
the river, and the Kokosing is
one of the most diverse in the
state,” Doherty said. Most of
the more interesting wildlife,
such as the hellbender, do
not live directly on campus,
because they prefer not to interact with humans, but they
still live around us, within
walking distance for those curious about wildlife. The next
time you are walking under a
canopy of trees or in an area
away from the mild bustle of
the roads, take a look around
— you might not be alone.

Brand-New vs. Tried and True: Two Local Indian Restaurants Go Head-to-Head
Nate Oldach &
Meredith Tyma
Sports Editor & Staff Writer
There is a new culinary alternative to Peirce Dining Hall
that is generating buzz around
campus. A new Indian restaurant
may provide a little more spice to
Mount Vernon. Bayleaf India
Bistro, which opened its doors in
September, is an offshoot of the
original location in Polaris, Ohio.
Can this new Indian venture tap
into the faithful following of
Henry’s fine Indian cuisine? The
Collegian sent reporters to get a
taste of the competition.
Henry’s Copper Curry
When we ask students
where to find a real meal on a Friday night, a common response is
“Henry’s.” We first pulled into
Mount Vernon’s town center to

see the now-called Henry’s Copper Curry, formerly known as
Henry’s at the Historic Curtis
Inn, located at 12 Public Square
in Mount Vernon. We were welcomed by a dimly-lit dining area
and warm brick walls, which
presented a calming atmosphere.
The restaurant boasts a bar, a buffet and a hotel lobby, complete
with an elaborate fish tank. We
ordered the curried chicken, beef
vindaloo and chicken Manchurian. Taking our first bite, it was apparent that the cooks’ recent trips
to India had inspired a new spice
profile. Gone are the days when
burgers and onion rings were
considered mainstays at Henry’s.
The menu now features updates
to the old Henry’s classics. The
curried chicken features an intense after-burn that brings even
the surliest of diners to tears. This
pain can only be quelled by the

buttery naan bread that accompanies each order. The Asianinfluenced chicken Manchurian
came highly recommended as a
savory blend of lemon, soy sauce
and herb-infused fried chicken.
For those who, like us, are not
satisfied with the burn until their
faces redden to match the color
of their chutney, a spice rack provides diners with the chance to
personalize their dish with sweet
and spicy additives. Students
can enjoy Henry’s all for the low
price of approximately $12 per
person.
Bayleaf India Bistro
Shuffling down three
blocks from Henry’s, we assumed
that Bayleaf, located at 222 South
Main Street, would be an easy
find. The minimalist sign, however, makes this restaurant blend

into its surrounding environment, and there is no customerspecific parking. We stepped
into the restaurant to see that a
couple of tables were still open
— but we were informed that
the wait time to be seated was approximately 45 minutes. Bayleaf
seems to be a new hot spot on
Friday nights. Without a bar or
waiting area, we were forced to
find alternate sources of entertainment. When we returned,
we were greeted by the furnishings of a typical upscale bistro,
complete with soft yellow lighting and creamy eggshell walls.
We ordered samosas, which were
everything one would expect
— a light, crispy texture with a
cumin-enhanced filling, accompanied by a tangy, sweet chutney.
The chicken bhuna was served in
an almost overly-thickened paste
of brown onions, ginger and pep-

pers. The beef vindaloo, though
flavorful, did not live up to its
spicy reputation, as its mildness
kept me asking for more. Unlike
at Henry’s, there was no exotic
spice rack to bring excitement
to the dish. Most crucially, naan
was not a complimentary side
dish. Although each dish came
with a side of rice, we paid extra
for this specialty bread. Faith was
restored, however, when we tried
the buttery garlic naan, which
was heavily seasoned and flaky to
the touch.
And then the bill arrived.
To those who enjoy libations
with their meals, be forewarned.
A simple Corona beer set us back
$5. The all-time favorite chicken
masala was $2 more expensive
than at Henry’s for a smaller portion that was devoid of naan. For
those of us who did not partake
in alcohol, our average bill was

closer to $20 per person. For
lunch, however, Bayleaf offers
a cheaper option: a buffet for
$8.95 per person. Henry’s offers
an even cheaper lunch buffet for
$6.99 per person.
Taste buds aside, you may
want to consider the size of your
pocketbook. For any individual
on a student’s budget, the 10percent student discount, 20
percent off on Sundays, and twofor-one entrees on Wednesdays
at Henry’s are more appealing.
The upscale nature of Bayleaf,
however, offers a more intimate
setting. If students wish to order
take-out or delivery, both establishments offer these options.
You can reach Henry’s at (740)
397-5603 and Bayleaf at (740)
326-6232. It will be interesting to
see which restaurant reaches the
Kenyon population, and which
one collapses under the heat.
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Field Hockey Racks Up Two Wins
Kiera busching
Staff Writer
The weekend of Oct. 15
and 16 was successful for the
Kenyon Ladies field hockey both
on and off the field. Friday’s game
against conference rival Earlham
College was not only a key game
in getting to the North Coast
Athletic Conference tournament,
but also served a greater purpose
— to raise awareness for breast
cancer.
The “pink” game, an
ongoing tradition in order to
raise money for the American
Cancer Society, was part of an
effort made by field hockey
teams across the United States
to “Stick It To Cancer.” This was
just the kind of philanthropic
project that the team had been
looking for since the spring.
“Everyone wants to give back,”
said Head Field Hockey Coach
Chrissy Needham. “When we
were presented with the idea two
weeks ago, the girls jumped on
board.”
Throughout the week
leading up to the game, Rebecca
Spradlin ’13 and Susie Gurzenda
’14, community service captains
for the team, encouraged the
student body to make pledges
and buy raffle tickets to support
their cause. On game day, local
businesses donated pizza and
cupcakes to raise support and
awareness. With all their efforts
combined, the Ladies managed
to raise roughly $700 in a single
week. “I credit the girls, really; we
put a lot of responsibility on them
for coming up with the pledges,”
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Volleyball Splits Last Four

Ladies Look for Help to Reach NCAC Tournament

to her name during the Ladies’
game. Their 3-0 lead going into
the second half allowed the
team to try out new positions,
bumping up defensive players
to the midfield and giving new
players like Molly Goolman
’14 scoring opportunities. The
Ladies outshot the Pioneers 420 and finished the game with an
impressive 8-0 victory.
The Ladies’ strategy to
force offensive turnovers and
play better defense has paid
off. As they go into their final
home game of the season against
Oberlin College, they are tied
for second in the conference. If
the Ladies continue to play with
the same intensity and desire
they have shown in the last three
games, they will soon bring home
another NCAC trophy.

Melissa hart
Staff Writer
While the Ladies managed
to rebound yesterday against
Ohio Wesleyan University, the
Ladies’ weekend was fraught with
hardships as the Ladies posted a
1-2 record for the weekend.
During the North Coast
Athletic Conference roundrobin play this past weekend
at Wittenberg University, the
Ladies played Wittenberg,
Denison University and Ohio
Wesleyan University. The Ladies
played the Wittenberg Tigers
first, and the Tigers won the
first three games. The Ladies,
however, showed stronger play,
scoring three more points.
The Ladies then played
Denison and managed a strong
start to the match, winning the
first two games. Unfortunately,
the Big Red managed to come
back and win the last three games
of the match. The Ladies played
strongly, not losing any match
by more than eight points. The
team also showed some versatility
in play, with five players having
at least ten kills in total for the
match. Mary Jo Scott ’14 led the
team with 11 kills.
For the final match of the
weekend, the Ladies played
Ohio Wesleyan. The Ladies
won the match, winning the first
three games each by more than
five points. Ana Maricic ’14
had 11 kills and Mary Myers ’12
added nine more. In total, the

team had six blocks. The ladies tournament reserved for the top
played Ohio Wesleyan again on four teams in the conference.
Wednesday. The Ladies are now The Ladies, currently ranked
5-6 in conference play.
fifth in conference, have a shot
Head Volleyball Coach at making it, but they will need
Katie Charles said she feels the a little luck and an undefeated
team played well but could have run for the rest of the season.
played better. “We had some “We are looking to continue the
chances, but then we decided to season, so we are looking to do
play safe and got beaten,” Charles what we can,” Charles said. “It
said. “It will be interesting to see would be a really big step to go
what the girls make of it.”
from four to five conference wins
Making 89 assists for this to playoffs.”
weekend
The
alone, Kelly
Ladies have
Heilman ’12 is
three games
now only the
left in the
seventh player
season. The
in
Ladies
team has
volleyball
yet to face
history to rack
Allegheny
up more than
College,
1000 career
Colege of
assists.
Wooster
Charles
and Oberlin
said the team
College this
is working on
— Coach Katie Charles season, all
the mental
teams the
focus aspect of the game.
Ladies have already beaten once
“We will be focusing on this year. If the Ladies make it
mental training again this week,” to the playoffs this year, it will
Charles said. “We need longer be the first time they reach
stretches of focus. [We will also the NCAC tournament since
have] a lot of management, 2003.
physically, preparing the girls to
Charles said she does not
survive these last few weeks.”
think it is out of the question.
As the regular season “We need to win out, and we
begins to wind to a close and need some help,” Charles said.
the Ladies finish up conference “It really comes down to what
play, there are questions as to the girls put in. It’s about taking
whether or not the team will care of what we need to do and
make it into the post-season being able to play our game.”

runners are allowed to make
the trip, leaving Gomez with
some tough decisions in the
coming week.
Following the NCAC
Championships,
Kenyon
will compete in National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Regionals at Hope College in
Michigan, where only the top
seven runners are allowed to
compete. The Lords have an
additional opponent for which
they must prepare: the weather.
“It always snows when we go
up [to NCAA Regionals on
Oct. 30],” Gomez said. Will
the snow pose a threat to his
runners? “It won’t bother us if
it snows,” he said. “You prepare
for it mentally and realize that
it’s just another cross country
race.”
Gomez said the team is
ready for the final two meets
of the season: “The runners are
excited for the races. They’re
improving week after week and
they don’t seem burned out —
just ready to go. They’re just
so enthusiastic in both their
running and [personalities]
that it’s easy to see how they’ve
been so successful.”

Nate Oldach
Sports Editor
The Lords football team
entered the weekend looking
for its first win of the season, but
returned to Kenyon still winless.
Visiting the nationally-ranked
Wittenberg University Tigers, a
historical football powerhouse,
the Lords knew there was no
room for error. “Offensively, we
are struggling; we need to execute
better,” Head Football Coach
Ted Stanley said. Despite the
Lords’ best efforts, the stagnant
offense continued and the Lords
were defeated 52-0.
The Lords began Saturday
Oct. 16 against the Tigers on
defense. The Tigers took their
time, methodically carving
the Lords’ defense until finally
settling for a 30-yard field goal.
The Lords then took over but
were forced to punt after just four
plays. Unfortunately, this was
a sign of things to come, as just
four plays later, the Tigers scored
a touchdown to make the score
10-0. From there, the Tigers
visited the endzone three more
times before the half, raising the
Tigers’ lead to 31-0.
Coming out after halftime,
the Lords looked revitalized and
proceeded on a drive deep into
Wittenberg territory before Brett

Williams ’13 fumbled at the
two-yard line. From there, the
Tigers continued their offensive
domination of the football; on
the next drive they scored yet
another touchdown, moving the
score to 38-0. The Lords’ next
drive showed the same promise,
but ended with a similar result as
Williams fumbled for the second
time. At the end of the game, the
Tigers proved their reputation as
one of Division III football’s elite
teams by finishing with a 52-0
annihilation.
“We want to win more
games,” Stanley said. “Obviously,
we had some problems this
weekend, but I don’t think it’s
a personnel problem. I think
it’s an execution problem. We
have very good athletes who can
perform, but we have a guy here
and a guy there who just misses
their assignment and we end up
where we are. There is not one
person who can say, ‘I’m perfect’
and that’s why we make mistakes.
We need to fix them.”
While the Lords have yet to
win this season, the team remains
in good spirits despite the recent
performances, according to
Stanley. “Guysareexcited,”hesaid.
“Certainly we’re all disappointed,
but everyone is committed to
improving and playing their best

Lindsay Means

# 12 Molly Goolman ’14 fights for possession.

Needham said. “We just gave
them the framework and the kick
in the butt that they needed.”
This kick was also evident in
the way the Ladies played on the
field, meeting their team goal of
scoring first and setting the tone
for the game. Spurred on by the
support of their fans and their
struggle to “Stick It To Cancer,”
the Ladies outshot the Quakers
11-1, scoring a total of five goals
in 70 minutes of play.
Their energy carried over
to Saturday as they took on the
Transylvania University Pioneers.
Midfielder Leah Jacques ’13
was the first to score, assisted by
Sophia Daly ’11. Daly, although
she typically dominates in the
backfield, earned her title as
NCAC Player of the Week
with two more assists and a goal

“We had some
chances, but then
we decided to play
safe and got beaten ...
It will be interesting
to see what the girls
make of it.”

Tigers Maul Lords Football in NCAC Play
Matt Davis ’12 Leads Lords
Cross Country to 21st Place Finish

Richard pera
Staff Writer
The Kenyon Lords
cross country team traveled
to Oberlin College this past
Saturday to compete with
30 other colleges in the
third annual Inter-Regional
Rumble. Led by Matt Davis
’12, the 13th-overall finisher,
the Lords finished 21st in the
eight-kilometer race.
“The guys are running
really well,” said Head Men’s
and Women’s Cross Country
Coach Duane Gomez. “We
had a ton of personal bests.”
Willy Friedlander ’14 dropped
37 seconds off his time for a
new personal best of 26:46.20
that was good enough to finish
in the top 100 runners. Dan
Riggins ’12 also set a personal
best by shaving 27 seconds off
his time, finishing in 27:13.80.
Several other Lords also had
personal records in Saturday’s
event.
“It was a difficult
course,” said Gomez, who was
surprised by the strong finish.
“The ground had several layers
of mulch. It’s different terrain
than what we’ve been used to

and the course wasn’t as fast as
it normally is.” The 21st-place
finish was the best in Kenyon
history for this particular
event. The Lords chased their
leader, Davis, who missed
setting a personal record by
only half a second with a
time of 25:33.20. “Matt had
an outstanding race,” Gomez
said. “It was his best so far this
season.”
The Lords are hoping
that the runners who sat out of
Saturday’s race due to injuries
will heal before the North
Coast Athletic Conference
Championships at Wabash
College in less than two
weeks. Among the injured
is the Lords’ number-two
runner Pat Meyers ’12, who
has been nursing a sore ankle.
“I think that this year’s NCAC
Championships will be the
toughest in the history of the
conference,” Gomez said. Four
teams in the NCAC are ranked
in the top 35 in the country, but
Gomez remains optimistic. “I
think that we can finish in the
top half of the conference,” he
said. “We are definitely good
enough.” Only the top 12

game of the season this Saturday.
I don’t see players taking plays off,
but I think guys are working hard
and trying to get better.”
Even as the Lords have
maintainedtheirthirsttoimprove,
there have been a few players who
have retired from the team for,
according to Stanley, personal
reasons. “It’s a shame when that
happens, but we continue on,”
he said. “This is a game that takes
a special breed, and some people
have it and some people don’t.”
This Saturday, Oct. 23,
the Lords host the University
of Chicago at 1:00 p.m. Stanley
said the team has an opportunity
to win this upcoming game.
“[Chicago] is a good football
team,” he said. “They are skilled
in the athlete positions and are
technically sound. They are not
that physical of a team, but they
are executing well and are now
at a 4-2 record. If we go out and
execute, then we should be fine.
This is the time that the student
body needs to come out and
support us. ”
With
winter
fast
approaching, this may be one of
the last opportunities to enjoy
a nice day and take in a football
game, so bring your parents and
watch the Lords take on the
Maroons.
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Sunny
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Sunday

Lords Soccer
Saturday, Oct. 23, at 3:30 p.m.
Mavec Field
Kenyon hosts College of Wooster

Friday

Lords Football
Saturday, Oct. 23, at 1:00 p.m.
McBride Field
Kenyon hosts U Chicago
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Ladies Soccer Makes Statement With First NCAC Win

Richard Pera
Staff Writer
Last Saturday, the Ladies
soccer team shut out Hiram
College at home by a score of
4-0. The win was Kenyon’s
first conference victory, and
a sweet one after two straight
double-overtime ties against
Allegheny College and Ohio
Wesleyan University. “We
came out very aggressively
with strong defense, good
communication across the
entire field, and we had some
big scores,” said Catherine
Lloyd ’14. Caddie Durret ’12,
Meg Murphy ’12, Hannah
Lodi ’11 and Heather Amato
’13 all struck for the Ladies,
who tallied an incredible 32
shots throughout the match.
The Allegheny Terriers
remain winless in conference
play.
Durret scored a
beautiful header off a cross by
Lisa Vaughn ’11, and Murphy
took control of a loose corner
kick and slammed it home
for the Ladies.

On Tuesday evening,
the Ladies traveled to
Springfield, Ohio to take on
Wittenberg University. After
a scoreless opening half, the
Tigers unfortunately scored
twice on the Ladies. The
game ended in a 2-0 Kenyon
defeat, dropping the team’s
record to 1-2-2 in the North
Coast Athletic Conference.
“I think we just didn’t
bring our best game,” Lloyd
said. “They scored early in
the second half on two great
shots that we just couldn’t
stop.” The Ladies were also
playing away from home
and were forced to adjust
throughout the match. “We
were playing on a different
kind of field, and I don’t
think we’re used to playing
on turf, so that was a possible
factor,” Lloyd said. Even
so, the Ladies are confident
that they have yet to play
their best match. “If we had
brought the game that we
are capable of playing, we

heavily upon the standout
performances of goalkeeper
Kat Powers ’11 and the
defense anchored by captain
Emily Smith ’11. The team
is looking to improve in the

next and final two regular
season games, which take
place this coming Saturday,
Oct. 23 against the College
of Wooster and again next
weekend against Oberlin

College. “A lot depends on
the next two games,” Lloyd
said. “We’ll be able to tell a
lot about our expectations
for the post-season once
we play these games. We’re
looking to get back on our
feet and go as far as we can in
the NCAC.” Both games are
at home in Gambier, so the
team is also hoping for fans
to come and cheer them on.
Saturday’s game against
Wooster will be a challenge
for Kenyon, as their opponent
is undefeated in conference
play (4-0-1). So where do
the Ladies (6-7-2) need to
make improvements for
their final two regular season
matches to be successful?
“We’ve talked a lot about not
letting the first goal define
the game,” Lloyd said. “If we
score, we want to continue to
score, like we did on Saturday
against Hiram. If they score
first, we need to keep our
composure, play tough and
get the goals back.”

Nina Zimmerman
Staff Writer
The Lords soccer team
achieved their fifth win in
a row when they walloped
Wabash College 2-1 on the
Little Giants’ home turf on
Saturday, Oct. 16. “I thought
we played quite well in that
game,” Head Men’s Soccer
Coach Chris Brown said.
The scoring began early
for the Lords in the 16th
minute when Tom Nolan ’11
headed a clean cross from
Alistair Flynn ’14 into the
back of the net for his first
goal of the season.
Unfortunately,
the
Little Giants momentarily
managed to thwart the
strong Lords’ defense when
they tied the game in the
66th minute.
“We started the second
half quite well, too, and
then we just sort of lost our
way a little bit in the middle
of the second half, and they
scored from a fairly long
free kick,” Brown said. “For
a little while there, a little
patch of ten-15 minutes in
the middle of the second
half, we struggled a little.
But we came back and took
care of business.”
That business came in
the form of a dramatic penalty
kick by Felix Hoffmann ’11
that put the Lords ahead for
good in the 76th minute.
The goal was Hoffmann’s
fifth of the season, tying him
with Miguel Barrerra ’12 and

Kohei Hotta ’12 for the team
lead in goals scored, with five
goals apiece. Brown admires
the perseverance shown by
the team during that time in
the second half when they
struggled to regain the lead.
“That was, I think,
a good example of the
maturation of the team [over
the course of this season],”
Brown said.
Overall, the victory
showcased the Lords’ strong
defense and aggressive
offense.
The
Lords
offensively outshot the
Little Giants 17 to 5, and
goalkeeper Tyler Schatz ’12
made only one save in his
seventh victory of the season.
The win also capped off a
string of four crucial away
victories, three of which
were against conference
teams. Traveling to different
schools, especially those such
as Wabash College, which is
several hours away, takes a
toll on the players.
“It’s a tough drive out
there,” Brown said. “You
drive five hours from Friday
night and you play early in
the morning. It’s not the
easiest place to go and play.
We’re happy to be home.”
The Lords beat the
Hiram Colleg Terriers 10 on Wednesday, Oct. 20.
“There’s a lot at stake for
[the Terriers] because one
loss and their season is
probably over,” Brown said
before the game . “They

can’t afford to lose any of
their next three games. So
they’re going to be up for
the game. We have to make
sure we match their effort,
and their intensity, and that
we focus on just performing
well.” Brown also sees
another important factor
in the on-field intensity of
the three remaining games
this season, one that comes
with the recent success of
the Lords.
“These teams like to
beat Kenyon,” Brown said.
“We’re one of the best
teams in the region and so
now we’ve become a bit of
a feather in people’s cap if
they can beat us.” The Lords
took this advice in stride,
dispatching the Terriers 1-0
yesterday, with Jon Meyers
’11 scoring the game winner
in the 79th minute.
The Lords next take
on the College of Wooster
Fighting Scots this Saturday,
Oct. 23 at 3:30 p.m. at
Mavec Field. The mentality
of the team heading into the
home stretch, and arguably
the most important part of
the season, will be to take
it one game and one team
at a time, which Brown has
repeated all season long.
“Every team on a given
day could be difficult,”
Brown said. “On that given
day, the most important
opponent is the team that’s
in front of you and you have
to beat.”

#2 Hannah Lodi ’11 fights for control in the Ladies’ loss to Wittenberg University

could have definitely beaten
Wittenberg,” Lloyd said.
“We just need to put it all
together.”
Over the course of the
season, the Ladies have relied

KENYON RUNS MUDMAN TRIPLE

wesley keyser

Each year, the Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC) organizes an event
known as the Mudman Triple. This event is one way the College and the greater
Mount Vernon area interact. This past weekend, daring students and community
members from the surrounding area participated in the two-day event, spanning
from Friday, Oct. 15 to Saturday, Oct. 16. The three-part race, according to the
official website, featured a five-kilometer time trial at night (flashlights were
required), a five-kilometer steeplechase course with the “Gauntlet” consisting of
75 meters of mud pits, logs, dirt piles and water and a ten-kilometer cross-country
challenge, finishing with a “grueling” uphill finish. Organizer David Heithaus,
BFEC facility manager, said that while the event was a complete success, there
could, in the future, be more involvement from the student body. “We’re interested
in getting more students involved in the races,” he said.
To increase the popularity of the event, Heithaus and his associates are
planning to expand the event. “We’re tentatively planning a Mudman Redux for
the first weekend of December,” he said. “[It would include] just one race, but
people [could] choose a 5K, 10K or 20K option. We really want to increase Kenyon
student participation. We also plan on inviting students from other nearby liberal
arts schools.”
—Nate Oldach

Wesley keyser

Men’s Soccer Continues Roll

